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Abstract
We study the phenomenon of composite operator renormalization and mixing in systems where time-
translational invariance is broken and the evolution is out-of-equilibrium. We show that composite operators
mix also through non-local memory terms which persist for periods whose duration is set by the mass scales
in the problem.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Out-of-equilibrium phenomena play a crucial role during the evolution of the universe. They
happen soon after the inflationary epoch [1], during the reheating stage when the vacuum energy
is converted into thermal particles, at the creation of the baryon asymmetry [2,3], during the
freeze-out of dark matter particles [4], during the formation of light element abundances called
nucleosynthesis, and at the generation of the cosmic microwave background radiation from the
last scattering surface [5]. In all these phenomena one is interested in time-dependent settings
and the objects to compute are the time evolution of the expectation values of observables rather
than calculating scattering processes using the S-matrix. The appropriate formalism is the so-
called in–in formalism and was first developed by Schwinger and Keldysh [6–8]. It allows to
choose an arbitrary initial state and to follow its causal evolution consistently including quantum
effects.
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energy density of the system, which in quantum field theory are given by the expectation value
of composite operators, that is of products of quantum fields evaluated at the same space point.
Due to the local product of quantum fields making up the composite operator, new ultraviolet
divergences appear. These divergences are generally not canceled by the Lagrangian counter-
terms and their renormalization requires the introduction of new counter-terms. An illustrative
example of these new divergences is given in [9] where the renormalization of composite oper-
ators is needed to extract the radiation reaction effects from QED. Renormalized operators can
be defined, which are generically expressed as linear combinations of all the bare operators of
equal or lower canonical dimensionality [10,11]. In other words, composite operators mix with
each other. This is the reason why, for instance, the definition of particle number density in an
interacting theory is a delicate matter. The necessity of giving a meaning to divergent composite
operators calls into play operator mixing, so that a separation between different particle species
turns out, in general, to be a renormalization scale-dependent procedure.
The scope of this paper is to explore the phenomenon of composite operators mixing in time-
dependent set-ups. We will consider a simple Lagrangian made of two interacting scalar fields φ
and χ and study the renormalization of the composite operators φ2, χ2, and φχ . We will show
that the mixing of the composite operators occur in a way different from what happens in sys-
tems which are time-translation invariant. Indeed, the out-of-equilibrium evolution causes the
appearance of non-local (in time) kernels, thus introducing memory effects in the system. These
memory effects are indeed typical in quantum systems [12] and play a role in electroweak baryo-
genesis [13] and leptogenesis [14]. Indeed, the same non-local kernel appears in the construction
of effective field theories for time-dependent systems evolving out-of-equilibrium [15]. Such
new terms cannot arise from a local action of an effective field theory in terms of the light field,
though they disappear in the adiabatic limit. After a brief introduction to the in–in formalism in
Section 2, we will perform our calculations in two relatively simple time-dependent set-ups. The
first, described in Section 3, is in Minkowski space–time where the time-translation breaking is
introduced by a finite initial time tin. The second is the subject of Section 4 and deals with a
period of de Sitter to mimic what happens during the primordial stage of inflation. In both cases
we find that memory effects appear in the mixing of the composite operators. These memories
persist for a period whose duration is dictated by the mass scales involved. Having memory ef-
fects and different mass scales in the problem makes the process of diagonalization of composite
operators more difficult than it is in time-translational set-ups. Our conclusions are contained in
Section 5.
2. The in–in formalism
In a Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory it is possible to define systems that break time-
translational invariance, for example through an explicit time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t). In
such a case we are more interested in calculating expectation values of operators, rather than the
traditional S-matrix elements. This motivates the use of so-called in–in formalism, which we will
briefly summarize in the following.
We consider a quantum system governed by a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) in a state
described by the density matrix ρ(t). The expectation value of an observable 〈O(t)〉 is given by
〈O(t)〉= Tr[ρ(t)O(t)]. (2.1)
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arating the free and the interacting parts of the Hamiltonian, i.e. H(t) = H0(t) + HI (t). The
density matrix evolves according to the Liouville equation{
iρ˙(t) = [HI (t), ρ(t)],
ρ(tin) = ρin
(2.2)
and can be solved by introducing the time-evolution operator UI (t, tin) as the solution of the
Dyson equation{
iU˙I (t, tin) = HI (t)UI (t, tin),
UI (tin, tin) = I.
(2.3)
Consequently ρ(t) can be expressed in terms of U , U† and the initial condition ρin as
ρ(t) = UI (t, tin)ρinU†I (t, tin). (2.4)
To compute ρ(t) it is therefore sufficient to find the solution of the Dyson equation (2.3) which
reads
UI (t, tin) = Te−i
∫ t
tin
dτ HI (τ), (2.5)
where T stands for the time-ordered product (and T to the anti-time-ordered product). The ex-
pression for ρ follows immediately as
ρ(t) = Te−i
∫ t
tin
dτ HI (τ)ρinTe
+i ∫ ttin dτ HI (τ). (2.6)
This gives an explicit expression〈O(t)〉= Tr{ρinTe+i ∫ ttin dτ HI (τ)O(t)Te−i ∫ ttin dτ HI (τ)}. (2.7)
The expression under the trace, reading from right to left, describes the evolution from the initial
time tin, where the initial density matrix is given, up to time t , where the observable O should be
evaluated. Then one returns back to tin. It is convenient to extend the time evolution to t = +∞.
A common trick is to insert I = U†I (∞, t)UI (∞, t) to the left of O(t), so that〈O(t)〉= Tr{ρinTe+i ∫∞tin dτ HI (τ)Te−i ∫∞t dτ HI (τ)O(t)Te−i ∫ ttin dτ HI (τ)}. (2.8)
This represents the time evolution along the closed time contour C shown in Fig. 1. We notice that
the observable O(t) is evaluated in the forward part of the contour C because we have inserted
the identity U†I (+∞, t)UI (+∞, t) to the left of O(t). It is clear that one could have inserted
the identity to the right of O(t). In this case the same result is obtained with the exception
that O(t) is evaluated in the backward part of the contour. Equivalently, one could also say
that in the forward and backward parts of the contour C, two different fields, let us call them
generically φ±, propagate. Let us use the + label for fields that propagate along the forward part
and are governed by H+(t) = H [φ+(x, t)] and − for fields along the backward part governed
by H−(t) = H [φ−(x, t)]. Thus, + fields evolve according to U(+∞, tin) and − fields according
to U†(+∞, tin). The expectation value (2.1) can be expressed using the contour time-ordered
product TC〈O(t)〉= Tr{ρinTCO+(t)e−i ∫ +∞tin dτ [H+I (τ )−H−I (τ )]}. (2.9)
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Here TC means that + fields occur before − fields and in the opposite order. It is worth mention-
ing at this moment that by choosing flat space standard modes as initial condition at finite tin, we
are making an assumption about the initial vacuum which is not the adiabatic vacuum (see also
Refs. [16,17]). Supposing HI (t) is small with respect to the free Hamiltonian, we can treat the
expectation value perturbatively. To achieve this, we need to know all possible contractions
G±±(x, y) = 〈TCφ±(x)φ±(y)〉, (2.10)
where φ(x) generically denotes a scalar field. The Green’s functions can be expressed more
explicitly, through the Heaviside θ(x)
G−+φ (x, y) =
〈
φ(x)φ(y)
〉
,
G+−φ (x, y) =
〈
φ(y)φ(x)
〉
,
G++φ (x, y) = θ
(
x0 − y0)G−+φ (x, y) + θ(y0 − x0)G+−φ (x, y),
G−−φ (x, y) = θ
(
x0 − y0)G+−φ (x, y) + θ(y0 − x0)G−+φ (x, y),
which satisfy the simple relation
G++φ (x, y) + G−−φ (x, y) = G+−φ (x, y) + G−+φ (x, y). (2.11)
In our analysis, we will suppose that the initial density matrix is simply the free field vacuum
state and because of the spatial invariance of this state, we can Fourier transform the Green’s
functions (for instance in Minkowski space–time)
G+−(x, y) = 〈φ(y)φ(x)〉= ∫ d3k
(2π)3
e−ik·(x−y)
[
1
2ωk
eiωk ·(x0−y0)
]
,
ωk =
√
k2 + m2. (2.12)
The same computations can be done analogously for G−+(x, y). From these expressions we
recognize the Fourier modes
G−+(k, x0, y0) = 12ωk e
−iωk ·(x0−y0), (2.13)
G+−(k, x0, y0) = 12ωk e
iωk ·(x0−y0). (2.14)
3. Renormalization of composite operators in a Minkowski time-dependent background
The in–in formalism, briefly summarized in the previous section, will now be applied to a
simple, yet illustrative example. Let us consider a field theory containing a light field φ(x) and a
heavy field χ(x) with Lagrangian density
L[φ,χ] = 1∂μφ∂μφ − 1m2φ2 + 1∂μχ∂μχ − 1M2χ2 − g
2
φ2χ2. (3.1)2 2 2 2 2
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S[φ,χ] =
∞∫
tin
dτ
∫
d3xL[φ,χ]. (3.2)
According to the in–in formalism, we have to double the degrees of freedom for both φ(x) and
χ(x). Fields φ+, χ+ propagate in the first part of the contour and φ−, χ− in the last part. The
in–in action becomes
S[φ+, φ−, χ+, χ−] =
∞∫
tin
dτ
∫
d3xL[φ+, χ+] −L[φ−, χ−]. (3.3)
The Feynman rules can be read directly from the Lagrangian density and in what follows we will
introduce our conventions to represent fields, propagators, and vertices, as follows
Feynman rules for vertices are given without taking into account the symmetric factor and they
should be properly added when computing loops.
In quantum field theory one frequently encounters products of fields, such as φ(x)φ(y). These
products are called composite operators and are singular at short distances, i.e. when x → y. This
is the limit probed by high energies and large momentum transfers. Such operators usually ap-
pear in the Lagrange function and in relevant operators such as the stress-energy tensor. The latter
case is of particular interest because the matrix elements can be measured and therefore must be
finite. It is therefore physically important to construct renormalized composite operators. More-
over, composite operators are a necessary ingredient for the operator product expansion, which
is an essential tool in quantum field theory. It is used, for example, in the analysis of large mo-
mentum transfer inelastic scattering processes. Since the relativistic field theory is singular in
the short-distance limit, the composite operators must be carefully defined in a regulated theory
and divergent quantities must be subtracted to form renormalized operators. The purpose of this
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φiφj , i, j ∈ {+,−}, are conventionally denoted by a wheel cross vertex ⊗.
section is to illustrate the general character of composite operators in a time-dependent back-
ground and operator mixing through the toy Lagrangian we have introduced above. In particular,
we wish to show how the composite operators φ2(x, t), χ2(x, t), φ(x, t)χ(x, t) mix with each
other at first order in g2 and what are the implications of being in a time-dependent background.
The expansion of the composite operator φ2(x, t) can be found considering the sum of all
possible connected Green’s functions of the form〈
φi(t)φj (t)χk(t1)χl(t2)
〉
c
, i, j, k, l ∈ {+,−}. (3.4)
For each Green’s function, one needs to consider only four Feynman diagrams to the order g2.
For instance, for the correlator 〈φ2+(t)χ+(t1)χ+(t2)〉c , two diagrams are given in Fig. 2. The
remaining ones, A2 and B2, are obtained by exchanging p1 and p2. These contributions in mo-
mentum space are
(A1 + A2) = 2−ig
2
2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
×
∞∫
tin
dτ G++φ (k, t, τ )G
++
φ (P − k, t, τ )G++χ (p1, τ, t1)G++χ (p2, τ, t2)
+ (p1 ↔ p2), (3.5)
and
(B1 + B2) = 2 ig
2
2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
×
∞∫
tin
dτ G+−φ (k, t, τ )G
+−
φ (P − k, t, τ )G−+χ (p1, τ, t1)G−+χ (p2, τ, t2)
+ (p1 ↔ p2). (3.6)
The two integrals involve only exponential functions and can then be expressed in a closed form.
The only difficulties are the Heaviside functions inside the propagators G++ and G−−. This
forces us to consider separate cases, each corresponding to a different temporal ordering of t , t1,
and t2.
We will present the explicit calculation only for t < t1 < t2. The other orderings give exactly
the same result as expected on physical grounds. Diagrams A1 and A2 give
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2
2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
×
∞∫
tin
dτ G++φ (k, t, τ )G
++
φ (P − k, t, τ )G++χ (p1, τ, t1)G++χ (p2, τ, t2)
+ (p1 ↔ p2)
= −ig2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
1
16ωkωP−kωp1ωp2
×
{ t∫
tin
dτ e−iωk(t−τ)e−iωP−k(t−τ)e+iωp1 (τ−t1)e+iωp2 (τ−t2)
+
∞∫
t2
dτ e+iωk(t−τ)e+iωP−k(t−τ)e−iωp1 (τ−t1)e−iωp2 (τ−t2)
+
t2∫
t1
dτ e+iωk(t−τ)e+iωP−k(t−τ)e−iωp1 (τ−t1)e+iωp2 (τ−t2)
+
t1∫
tin
dτ e+iωk(t−τ)e+iωP−k(t−τ)e+iωp1 (τ−t1)e+iωp2 (τ−t2)
−
t∫
tin
dτ e+iωk(t−τ)e+iωP−k(t−τ)e+iωp1 (τ−t1)e+iωp2 (τ−t2)
}
+ (ωp1 ↔ ωp2), (3.7)
while diagrams B1 and B2 give
(B1 + B2) = 2 ig
2
2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
×
∞∫
tin
dτ G+−φ (k, t, τ )G
+−
φ (P − k, t, τ )G−+χ (p1, τ, t1)G−+χ (p2, τ, t2)
+ (p1 ↔ p2)
= ig2
∫ d3k
(2π)3
1
16ωkωP−kωp1ωp2
×
∞∫
tin
dτ e+iωk(t−τ)e+iωP−k(t−τ)e−iωp1 (τ−t1)e−iωp2 (τ−t2)
+ (ωp1 ↔ ωp2). (3.8)
The short-distance expansion is done in the large momentum k limit which allows us to take
ωP−k ∼ ωk . Adding up all the contributions we obtain
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=
∫ d3k
(2π)3
g2
32ω3kωp1ωp2
{
e−i[2ωk(t−tin)+ωp1 (t1−tin)+ωp2 (t2−tin)]
+ ei[2ωk(t−tin)+ωp1 (t1−tin)+ωp2 (t2−tin)] − 2eiωp1 (t−t1)eiωp2 (t−t2)}
+ (ωp1 ↔ ωp2). (3.9)
Note that (3.9) is just one of the terms which would contribute to the final four-point correlator
and needs not to be self-conjugate. The result can be written in terms of Green’s functions that
involve only χ -fields〈
φ2+(t)χ+(t1)χ+(t2)
〉
c
=
∫ d3k
(2π)3
g2
8ω3k
{
e−2iωk(t−tin)
〈
χ2+(tin)χ+(t1)χ+(t2)
〉
c
+ e2iωk(t−tin)〈χ2−(tin)χ+(t1)χ+(t2)〉c − 2〈χ2+(t)χ+(t1)χ+(t2)〉c}. (3.10)
Notice that on the right-hand side the connected contributions are not zero as two fields (out of
four) are computed at the same point. Therefore, to the zeroth order in g2 the four-point functions
have connected parts. The other Green’s functions are computed similarly and can be expressed
compactly in the form〈
φi(t)φj (t)χk(t1)χl(t2)
〉
c
=
∫ d3k
(2π)3
g2
8ω3k
{
e−2iωk(t−tin)
〈
χ2+(tin)χk(t1)χl(t2)
〉
c
+ e2iωk(t−tin)〈χ2−(tin)χk(t1)χl(t2)〉c
− 2〈χi(t)χj (t)χk(t1)χl(t2)〉c}, i, j, k, l ∈ {+,−}. (3.11)
The sum of all Green’s functions gives the final self-conjugated four-point correlator〈(
φ+(t) + φ−(t)
2
)2(
χ+(t1) + χ−(t1)
2
)(
χ+(t2) + χ−(t2)
2
)〉
c
=
∫ d3k
(2π)3
g2
8ω3k
{
e−2iωk(t−tin)
〈
χ2+(tin)
(
χ+(t1) + χ−(t1)
2
)(
χ+(t2) + χ−(t2)
2
)〉
c
+ e2iωk(t−tin)
〈
χ2−(tin)
(
χ+(t1) + χ−(t1)
2
)(
χ+(t2) + χ−(t2)
2
)〉
c
− 2
〈(
χ+(t) + χ−(t)
2
)2(
χ+(t1) + χ−(t1)
2
)(
χ+(t2) + χ−(t2)
2
)〉
c
}
. (3.12)
At this point, we should remember that the fields + and − were added to account properly for
the time evolution. In order to go back to the physical fields φ and χ we need to set φ+ = φ− = φ
and χ+ = χ− = χ . We obtain for the connected part of the expectation values
〈
φ2(t)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉
c
= g
2
4
{∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos(2ωk(t − tin))
ω3k
〈
χ2(tin)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉
c
−
∫ d3k
(2π)3
1
ω3
〈
χ2(t)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉
c
}
k
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2
4
{
Kφ(t − tin)
〈
χ2(tin)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉
c
− Kφ(0)〈χ2(t)χ(t1)χ(t2)〉c}. (3.13)
This is equivalent to the operatorial relation for the properly normalized quantities at the scale Q
φ2Q(t) = φ20(t) +
g2
4
[
Kφ(t − tin)χ20 (tin) − Kφ(0)χ20 (t)
]+ counter-terms, (3.14)
where the subscript 0 indicates bare quantities. The memory kernel Kφ is defined as
Kφ(t) =
∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos(2ωφk t)
(ω
φ
k )
3
, ω
φ
k =
√
k2 + m2. (3.15)
Notice that the mixing vanishes at the initial time t = tin. Our results show that composite opera-
tors are mixed with each other in time-dependent backgrounds. This does not come as a surprise.
Composite operator renormalization induces a mixing among composite operators which, for
instance, make a definition of number densities in an interacting theory quite cumbersome.
What is less trivial is that renormalized fields are composed of two types of terms: one is
the standard local term and the time-dependence appears only in the fields, the other is non-
local because the fields are multiplied by a function which depends on the elapsed time. This
introduces a memory effect once the initial conditions of the problem are set. This is typical
of non-equilibrium systems. Let us consider the mixing in Eq. (3.14). The non-local piece is
expressed in terms of a memory kernel
Kφ(t − tin) =
∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos[2ωφk (t − tin)]
(ω
φ
k )
3
. (3.16)
The kernel can be rewritten as a function of the new variable z = m(t − tin) as
Kφ(t − tin) = 12π2
∞∫
1
dk
√
k2 − 1cos 2kz
k2
, (3.17)
and from this expression we can express it in terms of a Meijer G-function. Indeed, the cosine
function is given by
cos(2
√
xz) = √πG1,00,2
(
xz2
∣∣∣∣ ,0, 12
)
. (3.18)
Once inserted in the memory kernel we obtain
Kφ(t − tin) =
√
π
4π2
∞∫
1
dx x−3/2
√
x − 1G1,00,2
(
xz2
∣∣∣∣ ,0, 12
)
= 1
8π
G
2,0
1,3
(
z2
∣∣∣∣ , 320,0, 12
)
. (3.19)
For large m(t − tin) the memory kernel has the asymptotic behavior
Kφ(t − tin) ∼ cos[2m(t − tin) +
3
4π]
[4πm(t − tin)] 32
, (3.20)
and vanishes as (mt)−3/2 in the limit m(t − tin) → ∞. On the contrary, near the initial time
m(t − tin)  1, the memory kernel has a logarithmic behavior
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ln[m(t − tin)]
2π2
. (3.21)
Let us extract the divergent part of Kφ(0) by regulating the theory with a momentum cutoff Λ.
Kφ(0) =
Λ∫ d3k
(2π)3
1
(ω
φ
k )
3
= 1
2π2
(
− 1√
1 + m2
Λ2
+ lnΛ
√
1 + m
2
Λ2
)
= 1
2π2
(−1 + ln 2Λ) +O
(
1
Λ
)
∼ lnΛ
2
4π2
. (3.22)
By removing such a logarithmic divergence by a counter-term and imposing the renormalization
condition that no mixing is present at the scale Q2 = M2 at (t − tin)  m−1, we find at O(g2)
φ2Q(t) = φ2M(t) −
g2
8π2
ln
(
M2
Q2
)
χ2M(t) +
g2
4
Kφ(t − tin)χ2M(tin). (3.23)
A completely analogous computation gives at (t − tin)  M−1
χ2Q(t) = χ2M(t) −
g2
8π2
ln
(
M2
Q2
)
φ2M(t) +
g2
4
Kχ(t − tin)φ2M(tin), (3.24)
where
Kχ(t) =
∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos(2ωχk t)
(ω
χ
k )
3 , ω
χ
k =
√
k2 + M2, (3.25)
and (
φ(t)χ(t)
)
Q
= (φ(t)χ(t))
M
− g
2
8π2
ln
(
M2
Q2
)(
φ(t)χ(t)
)
M
+ g
2
2
J (t − tin)
(
φ(tin)χ(tin)
)
M
, (3.26)
with
J (t) =
∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos((ω
φ
k + ωχk )t)
ω
φ
k ω
χ
k (ω
φ
k + ωχk )
. (3.27)
From Eq. (3.20) we see that it takes a typical scale t ∼ m−1 in order for the memory effects
to be negligible. In particular, there might be a hierarchy of time scales for the memory effects
if M  m. This difference in the non-local kernel makes the diagonalization of the composite
operators more difficult and might play an important role in some cosmological phenomena.
To interpret physically these results, one has to remember that in the in–in formalism we have
prepared the system at tin in a free-vacuum state ρin and fields start evolving from this initial
time. An equivalent scenario can be constructed by supposing that the system evolves freely
before tin according to the free Lagrangian L0. The initial state can be arranged so as to obtain the
exact density state ρin at tin. At this time the interaction term Lint = −(g2/2)φ2χ2 is introduced
suddenly and ρin is no longer an eigenstate of the system. This perspective can be represented
mathematically through a Heaviside function θ(t − tin) which multiplies the interaction term
S[φ,χ] =
∞∫
dτ
∫
d3x
{L0[φ,χ] + θ(t − tin)Lint[φ,χ]}. (3.28)−∞
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in the system, a non-local term appears in the expression of the normalized composite operators.
This term has an amplitude which decreases faster than [m(t− tin)]−3/2 and disappears at t → ∞.
Using this interpretation, we can physically interpret the appearance of the non-local term in the
composite operator renormalization as a consequence of introducing a finite energy density into
the system at the time tin. This implies that the modes of the fields may be excited and their
effect is to introduce a non-local mixing between the composite operators, which dies off as
time goes by. Had we tuned on the interaction in a infinitely adiabatic way, the non-local term
would not be present because the mode excitation would have been suppressed. At any rate, what
is interesting is that, once one sets the system at some tin, the non-local effects have a universal
time-dependence characterized by a power-law decay ∼ t−3/2. The same memory kernel appears
in the study of the effects of the heavy field on the dynamics of the light field by analyzing the
equation of motion for the expectation value of the light background field [15]. There too new
non-local terms appear which cannot arise from a local action of an effective field theory in terms
of the light field, though they disappear in the adiabatic limit.
To support the interpretation of our results, based on the excitation of the field modes when
the interaction between the φ- and χ -fields is switched on, let us consider the solution of the
equation for the φ-field with the action (3.28)
φ(k, t) = ak√
2ωφk
e−iω
φ
k t + h.c. (t < tin),
φ(k, t) = αk√
2Ωφk
e−iΩ
φ
k t + h.c. (t > tin),
Ω
φ
k =
(
k2 + m2 + g2χ2(tin)
)1/2
,
αk = A∗kak − B∗k a†k,
Ak = + (Ω
φ
k − ωφk )
2
√
ω
φ
k Ω
φ
k
exp
[−i(Ωφk − ωφk )tin],
Bk = − (Ω
φ
k + ωφk )
2
√
ω
φ
k Ω
φ
k
exp
[−i(Ωφk + ωφk )tin], (3.29)
where we have made the simplifying approximation that χ -field is very slowly changing with
time, as we are interested in the UV (equal point) limit of the composite operator φ2(x, t). In
Fourier space it is given by
φ2(k, t) = 1
2Ωφk
{
aka
†
k + a†kak
2ωφk Ω
φ
k
[(
ω
φ
k
)2 + (Ωφk )2 + ((Ωφk )2 − (ωφk )2) cos(2Ωφk (t − tin))]
+ a
2
k
ω
φ
k Ω
φ
k
[
e−2iω
φ
k tin
(
Ω
φ
k cos
(
Ω
φ
k (t − tin)
)+ iωφk sin(Ωφk (t − tin)))2]
+ (a
†
k)
2
ω
φ
Ω
φ
[
e2iω
φ
k tin
(
Ω
φ
k cos
(
Ω
φ
k (t − tin)
)− iωφk sin(Ωφk (t − tin)))2]
}
. (3.30)k k
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reproduces the non-local memory kernel
〈
φ2(t)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉⊃ g2
4
∫ d3k
(2π)3
cos[2ωφk (t − tin)]
(ω
φ
k )
3
〈
χ2(tin)χ(t1)χ(t2)
〉
. (3.31)
This is due to the fact that at t > tin negative frequency modes with amplitude proportional to
Bk appear and they are to be interpreted as the excited states compared to the initial vacuum at
t < tin
〈0|α†kαk|0〉 = |Bk|2. (3.32)
4. Renormalization of composite operators in a de Sitter time-dependent background
In the previous section we have seen how the composite operators φ2, χ2, and φχ behave
under renormalization in a time-dependent Minkowski space. We are now in the position to
apply the same procedure in de Sitter space described by the metric
ds2 = 1
(Hη)2
(
dη2 − dx2), (4.1)
where η indicates the conformal time and H is the constant Hubble rate. The Lagrangian density
is given by
L[φ,χ] =
(
1
Hη
)4(1
2
∂μφ∂
μφ − 1
2
m2φ2 + 1
2
∂μχ∂
μχ − 1
2
M2χ2 − g
2
2
φ2χ2
)
. (4.2)
We have not been able to perform an analytical computation of the renormalization for massive
scalar fields. To simplify the problem we have therefore considered the case in which both fields
φ and χ have negligible masses. In such a case the propagators are given in terms of the Hankel
functions H(1,2)μ
G−+φ
(
k, η, η′
)= πH 2H(1)3/2(−kη)H(2)3/2(−kη′)
4
(
ηη′
)3/2
,
G+−φ
(
k, η, η′
)= πH 2H(2)3/2(−kη)H(1)3/2(−kη′)
4
(
ηη′
)3/2
. (4.3)
The advantage of using the massless approximation is that the Hankel functions can be given
explicitly. Indeed, for μ = 32 the Hankel functions are given by
H
(1)
3/2(z) = −
√
2
πz
eiz
(
1 − 1
iz
)
,
H
(2)
3/2(z) =
[
H
(1)
3/2(z)
]∗
. (4.4)
In what follows we will perform another approximation, that is we will investigate the composite
operator renormalization on super-Hubble scales for the two external legs p1,p2  aH . This
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 1 for the
external legs and the Hankel functions can be approximated by the dominant term
H
(1)
3/2(z) = −i
√
2
π
(
1
z
) 3
2
,
H
(2)
3/2(z) =
[
H
(1)
3/2(z)
]∗
. (4.5)
The starting point is again to compute perturbatively the Green’s function 〈φ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)〉
through the same diagrams of Fig. 2. Before reporting on the computation of the corresponding
diagrams, we need to discuss how to regularize momentum integrals. In de Sitter space, we
interpret Λ as the physical cutoff at which the dynamics of some heavy sector intervenes. Since
Λ is a physical cutoff, it regulates integrals over physical momenta kphys. Since the integrals are
over comoving momenta k = kphysa, the cutoff becomes time-dependent and equal to Λa. The
theory can therefore be regulated by the replacement
∫
dτ
∫
d3k →
∫
dτ
Λa(τ)∫
d3k. (4.6)
The corresponding regulated expressions are therefore
(A1 + A2) = −2ig2
0∫
ηin
dτ
Λa(τ)∫ d3k
(2π)3
(
1
τH
)4
G++φ (k, η, τ )G
++
φ (P − k, η, τ )
× G++χ (p1, τ, η1)G++χ (p2, τ, η2), (4.7)
and
(B1 + B2) = 2ig2
0∫
ηin
dτ
Λa(τ)∫ d3k
(2π)3
(
1
τH
)4
G+−φ (k, η, τ )G
+−
φ (P − k, η, τ )
× G−+χ (p1, τ, η1)G−+χ (p2, τ, η2). (4.8)
It is useful to change the momentum integration variable in order to eliminate the temporal de-
pendence of the momentum integration domain
k → z = k
a(τ)H
= −kτ. (4.9)
Now we are able to perform the same manipulations, as in the previous section. First, because
of the Heaviside functions inside the propagators, we are obliged to consider different temporal
orderings. Some cases are not treated, but can be easily recovered by exchanging η1 → η2 and
p1 → p2. We focus only on the temporal ordering ηin < η < η1 < η2 as the others give similar
results. We are interested in the large z (or equivalently large momenta), when the external fields
are on super-Hubble scales. This justifies a first approximation in the propagators
P + z
τ
∼ z
τ
for z  Pτ (4.10)
and the use of simplified Hankel functions for the external legs. Once all the contributions are
summed, we obtain
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= g
2H 4
32p31p
3
2
Λ
H∫ d3z
(2π)3
1
z6
{[
e
−2iz η−ηin
ηin
(
2zη
ηin
− 5i
)
(z + i)2
+ e2iz
η−ηin
ηin
(
2zη
ηin
+ 5i
)
(z − i)2
]
− 4z(4 + z2)+ 4i[e−2iz(z − i)2(Ei(2iz) − Ei(2izη
ηin
))
− e2iz(z + i)2
(
Ei(−2iz) − Ei
(
−2izη
ηin
))]}
, (4.11)
where Ei is the exponential integral function
Ei(ix) = −
∞∫
x
dt
cos t
t
+ i
[
π
2
−
∞∫
x
dt
sin t
t
]
. (4.12)
We are now able to recognize the two-point Green’s function for χ2
〈
χ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
= H
4
2p31p
3
2
, (4.13)
which can be used to express the four-point function 〈φ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)〉c as
〈
φ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
= g
2
8
〈
χ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
Λ
H∫ d3z
(2π)3
1
z6
{
−2z(4 + z2)
+ 
[
e
2iz( η−ηin
ηin
)
(
2zη
ηin
+ 5i
)
(z − i)2
]
+ 4
[
e2iz(z + i)2
(
Ei(−2iz) − Ei
(
−2izη
ηin
))]}
. (4.14)
The dominant term is given by taking the first non-zero term of the Taylor expansion around
z = +∞〈
φ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
= g
2
8π2
〈
χ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
Λ
H∫ dz
z3
{
−z2 + cos
(
2z
(
η − ηin
ηin
))(
z2
η
ηin
− ηin
η
)}
.
(4.15)
This expression can be integrated analytically and expressed as a function of the exponential
integral and elementary functions〈
φ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
= g
2
2
〈
χ2+(η)χ+(η1)χ+(η2)
〉
c
{
−2 ln
(
Λ
)16π H
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2
Λ2
(
ηin
η
cos
[
2
Λ
H
(
η − ηin
ηin
)]
+ 2 Λ
H
(
η − ηin
η
)
sin
[
2
Λ
H
(
η − ηin
ηin
)])
+
[
3
(
η
ηin
)
+ 2
(
ηin
η
)
− 4
][
Ei
(
−2i Λ
H
(
η − ηin
ηin
))
+ Ei
(
2i
Λ
H
(
η − ηin
ηin
))]}
,
(4.16)
which, for Λ  H and upon summing all the other possible combinations, gives
φ2(η) = g
2
8π2
{
− ln
(
Λ
H
)
+ 1
2
sin[2 Λ
H
(
η−ηin
ηin
)]
Λ
H
(
η−ηin
η
)
}
χ2(η). (4.17)
Notice that the natural renormalization scale H appears now in the ultraviolet time-independent
logarithm. The oscillating term with a fast decreasing amplitude quickly becomes small during
inflation. To give a more quantitative argument, we will count the number of e-folds necessary
to get an amplitude smaller than unity. The condition is (remember that η < 0)
Λ
H
(
ηin − η
η
)
 1, (4.18)
that is
ηin
η
 H
Λ
+ 1. (4.19)
This quantity can be related to the number of e-folds N
N = ln(ηin/η) = ln
(
H
Λ
+ 1
)
∼ H
Λ
. (4.20)
During inflation, because of the rapid expansion, the non-local term dies off after a fraction of an
e-fold, and one is left with the mixing φ2(η) = −(g2/8π2) ln(Λ/H)χ2(η). This mixing might be
important if, for instance, we identify the field φ with the inflaton field driving inflation and the
field χ with an extra light field (this would require the vacuum expectation value of the inflaton
to be small enough), whose energy density play a negligible role in the inflationary dynamics.
Nevertheless, if the field χ is highly non-Gaussian, then the non-Gaussianity can be transferred
to the inflaton field through the composite operator mixing and the three-point correlator might
receive corrections ∼ (g2/8π2)3 ln3(Λ/H).
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the phenomenon of composite operator renormalization
and mixing in systems where time-translational invariance is broken and the evolution is out-
of-equilibrium. Through a simple toy model we have shown that composite operators mix also
through non-local memory terms which persist for periods whose duration is set by the mass
scales in the problem. In particular, in the presence of large hierarchy among masses, the time
length of the memory effects is typically dictated by the lighter mass. This renders the diag-
onalization of composite operators more difficult than it is in a time-independent setting. Our
results my have interesting applications to many phenomena, such as baryogenesis and inflation,
which took place in the early universe. As observables are expectation values of composite oper-
ators which suffer operator mixing, one would expect that the memory kernels play a role in the
dynamics. We leave the study of these effects for future work.
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